Publishing Terms and Conditions with Next Level Purchasing Association
These terms and conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) apply to your use of all Next Level
Purchasing Association (NLPA) website, Certification and Training (“Services” or individually a
“Service”) that post a link to these Terms and Conditions and that are provided by NLPA. By
accessing or contributing to our content, you agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions.
If you do not agree with these Terms and Conditions, please do not accept and contribute.

Content Provided to Us
As a policy we encourage and invite Articles and Blogs from contributors sharing their knowledge and
experience. Except as otherwise provided in any additional terms for a service, we do not claim ownership of
any content which is published by GUEST AUTHORS/WRITERS, application or other material that you or
third parties provide to us (including feedback and suggestions) or post, upload, input or submit on or through
the services, including our blog pages, message boards, comment or discussion features, chat rooms and
forums, for review by the general public, registered members or by the members of any public or private
community ("submission"), and you retain ownership of any intellectual property rights that you hold in the
submission.
We are not responsible for the content, accuracy or compliance with relevant laws or regulations of any
submission that contains content that is not owned by NLPA. However, by posting, uploading, inputting,
providing or submitting a submission, you grant us (and those we work with) a royalty-free, perpetual,
irrevocable, worldwide, non-exclusive right and license to publish, post, reformat, index, archive, make
available and link to such submission in all forms and media (whether now known or later developed), in
connection with the operation of our respective business and to permit others to do so.
We are under no obligation to display or otherwise use any submission you may provide, and we may
remove any submission at any time in our sole discretion. By posting a submission, you also warrant and
represent that you own or otherwise control all of the rights to your submission including, without limitation, all
the rights necessary for granting the permission specified above. The submission is entirely on your
willingness ton contribute and NLPA is not liable to pay. We shall have the right, but not the obligation, to
monitor submissions to determine compliance with these Terms and Conditions and any operating rules we
establish and to satisfy any law, regulation or authorized government request. We shall have the right in our
sole discretion to edit, refuse to post, or remove any submission.

Here are 10 Basic Guidelines for Approval
1. Unique content that hasn't been published elsewhere.
2. Actionable how-to information our readers can learn from.
3. Avoid the basics Avoid general theorizing on abstract subjects and basic, obvious tips. Our audience is
not new to the digital marketing field.
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4. Link to credible resources if you want to ensure the reader understands the basics please link to
credible resources.

5.Don't appear overly self-promotional that makes you appear less authoritative and hurts
our blog/article.
6.Use relevant & timely research data and credible sources.
8.Be authoritative the writer must "know" their subject and it should be obvious in the writing.
Authors need to be able to debate well in comments should the need arise.
9.Focus on being technically accurate the SEO community is not forgiving when it comes to
inaccuracies.
10.Don't make claims that can't be backed up; focus on facts, and not opinions.
NLPA has all rights reserved for content submission, promotion or marketing the content and
as you agree to publish your content as ‘guest post’ and you shall not claim the ownership later
and granting us the permission to promote the content considering the content is not shared
with any other publisher or website and it is exclusively your own intellectual work and is free
from plagiarism.
Accepted by:

Signature:_______________________________________ Date:_______________

